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All My Love

\( \text{\( \left( \text{\( d = 120 \)} \right) \)} \)

A\( \frac{Dm}{Dm} \quad A^7 \quad Dm \quad D^7 \quad Gm \quad \)

Voice

All my love is forever new

Gm\( \frac{A^7}{A^7} \quad Dm \quad A^7 \quad Dm \quad Gm \quad D^7 \quad Gm \quad \)

it will still keep growing when most other loves

E\( \frac{A^7}{A^7} \quad G^\# \quad \frac{A^7}{A^7} \quad Dm \quad D^7 \quad \)

have flown.

As the years unfold they can only bring just the constant joy

B\( \frac{Gm}{Gm} \quad Dm \quad A^7 \quad \)

Dm\( \frac{B^\#}{B^\#} \quad A/E \quad E^7 \quad A \quad \)

so ideal will all fade as we make them real.

Dm\( \frac{A^7}{A^7} \quad Dm \quad \)

I promise this by the stars above dear that I’ll spend all my life giving you all my love.

I promise this by the stars above dear that I’ll spend all my life
giving you all my love.